








A typeface is what you see
The appearance or design of a set of characters
 Example, Helvetica is a typeface

Typeface or Font?

a e i
a e i
Helvetica is a typeface

Univers is a typeface

a e i
a e i
32 pt. Helvetica 55 is a font

32 pt. Univers 39 is a font

A font is what you use
The physical embodiment of the typeface
e.g. metal type or a digital file
 Example, 10 pt. Helvetica 55 is a font



A typeface is what you see
The appearance or design of a set of characters
 • Example, Helvetica is a typeface

Earmarks

a e i
a e i
Helvetica is a typeface

Univers is a typeface

a e i
a e i
Helvetica bold is a font

Univers 39 is a font

A font is what you use
The physical embodiment of the typeface; for 
example, the metal pieces or the digital file
 • Example, 10 pt. Helvetica bold is a font



Points measure type size 

This is 72 point Helvetica.
72 points is equal to 1 inch.

This example is drawn to scale. 

This example is not drawn to scale. 

1 inch

1 pica = 1/6 of an inch

1 point = 1/72 of an inch

Type Measurement



Points measure leading too
Design software sets type with leading that is 120%  
of a given type size. This means the default or auto 
leading values for InDesign & Illustrator are as follows.

Design software sets type with leading that 
is 120% of a given type size. This means the  
default or auto leading values for InDesign  
& Illustrator are as follows.

Design software sets type with leading that 
is 120% of a given type size. This means the  
default or auto leading values for InDesign  
& Illustrator are as follows.

Design software sets type with leading that 

is 120% of a given type size. This means the  

default or auto leading values for InDesign  

& Illustrator are as follows.

Design software sets type with leading that 

is 120% of a given type size. This means the  

default or auto leading values for InDesign  

& Illustrator are as follows.

12/14.4 pt.

12/16

12/18

12/24

Type Measurement

9 pt. type / 10.8 pt. leading
10 / 12
12 / 14.4
14 / 16.8
18 / 21.6

Compare these settings Type/Leading



Type Measurement

Picas measure line lengths & column widths 
 

Column widths set with 12/14.4 pt. Helvetica 65 

We hold 
these 
truths 
to be 
self-ev-
ident, 
that all 
men are 
created 
equal, 
that 
they are 
en-
dowed 
by their 
Creator 
with 
certain 
unalien-
able 

We hold these truths 
to be self-evident, 
that all men are cre-
ated equal, that they 
are endowed by their 
Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, 
that among these are 
Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, 
that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are creat-
ed equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the 
pursuit of Happiness. 

4 picas 10p 20p 30p



Measurement Abbreviations

Avoid using abbreviations in formal writing. Instead,  
spell out the words. The following abbreviations for 
measurements are found in software.

Point = pt

12 pt type

Pica = p

24 p wide

How to Note Points and Picas?

24p11= 24 picas and 11 points

24 p12 = 25 picas. Remember, there are 12 points in 1 pica.



Hypens & Dashes

Hyphen

Compound adjectives
 toll-free call
 three-year-old child

En dash [option + hyphen]

Distance, time or range
 1940–1945
 August–December

Em dash [option + shift + hyphen]

Parenthetical thoughts
 The red convertible—I love convertibles—is expensive.



Smart Quotes

Smart or curly quotes

American style punctuation
“Start with double quotes, ‘then use singles,’
and close with doubles.”

Place commas and periods inside quotes.

British style punctuation
‘Start with single quotes, “then use doubles”,
and close with single quotes’.

Place commas and periods outside quotes.

“ double-right facing
 option + right-facing bracket

”  double-left facing 
 option + shift + right-facing bracket

‘ single-right facing 
 option + left-facing bracket

’  single-left facing
 option + right-facing bracket

Keyboard Shortcuts (Mac)



Inch & Prime Marks

Inch & foot marks should be straight quotes …
24" x 24" (inches)

2' x 2' (feet)

… or prime marks,
24˝ x 24˝ 

2´ x 2´ 

… but never smart or curly quotes
24” x 24”

2’ x 2’ 



Straight Quotes & Special Characters

Glyphs panel in InDesign or Illustrator
Go to …

  Windows

 Type and Tables

 Glyphs

Glyphs contains all characters in a typeface
Straight quotes & prime marks - ", ', ˝,´ 

Accents and diacritics - é, ó, ü, ñ

Ligatures - ff, fl, fi ffi, fj

Symbols -  ©, @, ™, ®, €



Hanging Punctuation

Hang punctuation to create straight edge of type

“Quote marks always hang outside the edge of paragraphs. This 
creates an uneven paragraph edge. Correct this by hanging the 
punctuation. This is most important when setting quotes or short 
paragraphs. Don’t do this for lengthy text though.” 

“Quote marks always hang outside the edge of paragraphs. This 
creates an uneven paragraph edge. Correct this by hanging the 
punctuation. This is most important when setting quotes or short 
paragraphs. Don’t do this for lengthy text though.” 

“Quote marks always hang outside the edge of paragraphs. This 
creates an uneven paragraph edge. Correct this by hanging the 
punctuation. This is most important when setting quotes or short 
paragraphs. Don’t do this for lengthy text though.” 

“Quote marks always hang outside the edge of paragraphs. This 
creates an uneven paragraph edge. Correct this by hanging the 
punctuation. This is most important when setting quotes or short 
paragraphs. Don’t do this for lengthy text though.” 

“Quote marks always hang outside the edge of para-
graphs. This creates an uneven paragraph edge. Correct 
this by hanging the punctuation. This is most import-
ant when setting quotes or short paragraphs. Don’t do 
this for lengthy text though.” 

Correct

Correct

Note the right edge. 
It hangs too.

Wrong



Paragraph Indents

Never indent a first paragraph
 While brought up on images of pre-Hispanic grandeur, people regard 
the cultural production of ancient times as a thing of a far too distant past, 
long before Western colonization. This can help to understand why in 
spite of an avowed wonder and appreciation inspired by pre-Columbian, 
non-Western ceramic objects, textiles and metalwork, a rift has set in and 
there is no sense of a living culture spanning the breach that the Spanish 
Conquest installed.
 And yet, Andean culture has gone on transforming and enriching 
itself –also deforming and transmogrifying itself at times, too-; it has 
gone on absorbing different cultural heritages and forging a new kind of 
modernity in our cities, especially in Lima, the capital of the country. But 
this is as yet another story, that of an unofficial culture.

Indent the second & subsequent paragraphs
While brought up on images of pre-Hispanic grandeur, people regard the 
cultural production of ancient times as a thing of a far too distant past, 
long before Western colonization. This can help to understand why in 
spite of an avowed wonder and appreciation inspired by pre-Columbian, 
non-Western ceramic objects, textiles and metalwork, a rift has set in and 
there is no sense of a living culture spanning the breach that the Spanish 
Conquest installed.
 And yet, Andean culture has gone on transforming and enriching 
itself –also deforming and transmogrifying itself at times, too-; it has 
gone on absorbing different cultural heritages and forging a new kind of 
modernity in our cities, especially in Lima, the capital of the country. But 
this is as yet another story, that of an unofficial culture.

Do not use an indent and a return 
While brought up on images of pre-Hispanic grandeur, people regard 
the cultural production of ancient times as a thing of a far too distant 
past, long before Western colonization. This can help to understand 
why in spite of an avowed wonder and appreciation inspired by 
pre-Columbian, non-Western ceramic objects, textiles and metalwork, 
a rift has set in and there is no sense of a living culture spanning the 
breach that the Spanish Conquest installed.

 And yet, Andean culture has gone on transforming and enriching 
itself –also deforming and transmogrifying itself at times, too-; it has 
gone on absorbing different cultural heritages and forging a new kind 
of modernity in our cities, especially in Lima, the capital of the country. 
But this is as yet another story, that of an unofficial culture.

Use either indents or returns 
While brought up on images of pre-Hispanic grandeur, people regard 
the cultural production of ancient times as a thing of a far too distant 
past, long before Western colonization. This can help to understand 
why in spite of an avowed wonder and appreciation inspired by 
pre-Columbian, non-Western ceramic objects, textiles and metalwork, 
a rift has set in and there is no sense of a living culture spanning the 
breach that the Spanish Conquest installed.

And yet, Andean culture has gone on transforming and enriching itself 
–also deforming and transmogrifying itself at times, too-; it has gone on 
absorbing different cultural heritages and forging a new kind of moder-
nity in our cities, especially in Lima, the capital of the country. But this 
is as yet another story, that of an unofficial culture.



Open Type Features - Small Caps

Small caps are the same height as lowercase letters

Small Caps  {lowercase} REGULAR CAPS
small caps regular caps

Using small caps helps maintain the visual weight and 
texture of letters when setting text. For example, if you 
need to set an acronym like nato or initials like jfk or  
mlk use small caps.

Using SMALL CAPS helps maintain the visual weight and 
texture of letters when setting text. For example, if you 
need to set an acronym like NATO or initials like JFK or 
MLK, use small caps.

Correct Wrong



Old Style vs Lining Figures

Old style figures 
• Have varying heights and alignments

• Are similar to lowercase characters

 same height as lowercase

 have ascenders & descenders

Lining figures
• Are uniform height

• Align with baseline & cap height

0123456789 0123456789
old style figures lining figures

Use old style figures to maintain visual harmony with 
lowercase letters. For example, Beyonce was born 
September 4, 1981.

Use old style figures to maintain visual harmony with 
lowercase letters. For example, Beyonce was born 
September 4, 1981.

BEYONCE WAS BORN SEPTEMBER 4, 1981.

Correct - use old style figures with lowercase

Correct - use lining figures with all caps

Wrong - don’t use lining figures with lowercase



Tabular vs Proportional Figures

Tabular figures
• Have uniform spacing
• All figures occupy the same width
•  Use for aligning tables, lists, financial statements

Proportional figures
•  Have variable spacing 
•  Figures occupy different widths
•  Use with text because of even balance & color

0123456789 0123456789 

0123456789 0123456789

tabular old style

tabular lining

proportional old style

proportional lining



Review: Harmonious Combinations

Awkward Combinations

small caps 0123 REGULAR CAPS 0123
small caps with old style figures regular caps with lining figures

UPPERCASE 0123 lowercase 0123
regular caps or uppercase with old style figuressmall caps or lowercase with lining figures



OpenType Features



OpenType Features

Rongel without OpenType features or ligatures

OpenType flips stunts in fjords at 1/2 past 10 am

Rongel with OpenType features and ligatures

OpenType flips stunts in fjords at 1/2 past 10 am

Ligatures
Ligature means laced together. They are  
specially designed pairs or trios of characters 
which form a unity.*

ff, fi, fl, ffi, ffl
* About Face, David Jury



Tracking adjusts the space among all letters in a word       example: default tracking value of 20/1000 em
Tracking adjusts the space among all letters in a word     example: increased to 50/1000 em

Kerning adjust the space between two letters         example: default kerning
Kerning adjust the space between two letters         example: “dj” & “tw” kerned to 100/1000 em

What is an em?
An em is the size of any given type.
The em of 100 point type is 100 points.

What is an en?
The em of 100 point type is 50 points
or half an em.

Tracking vs Kerning

M 

N 
100 point type = 100 point em

100 point type = 50 point en



Tracking vs Kerning

Illustrator

Kerning Tracking

InDesign



Metric vs Optical Kerning

Metric or auto kerning relies on data embeded in the font file 
by the typeface designer.
Use for paragraphs or large blocks of text

Tabular lining numbers

Well-designed typefaces with many kerning pairs

Optical kerning is determined by InDesign or Illustrator and 
is based on the shapes of the letters.
Use for display or headline copy (may need additional manual kerning)

When mixing fonts within a single word or line

Low-quality typefaces with few kerning pairs

VT
VT

Metric Kerning

Optical Kerning

Kerning Pairs
Specific combinations of letters that require kerning. A single font 
can have more than a thousand kerning pairs, but most do not 
exceed five hundred.



Kerning

Kern at display sizes

Over kerning
Notice the overkerned example. The letters are squeezed together, 
which looks bad, also the space between the “vi” looks too big.

At display sizes, kerning problems are more notice-
able. The white spaces between characters grow more 
than the letters. 
http://www.graphics.com/article-old/design-fundamentals-kerning-and-tracking


